Introduction and main results.
Let L^R^), a > 0, 1 < q < oo denote the space of Bessel potentials f=G^g, geLW, with norm ||/||^=||^-, and let L^R"), p -h q = pq be its dual. Here G, is the Bessel kernel, best defined as the inverse Fourier transform of G,(^) = (l+l^l 2 )"^2. As is well known (A. P. Calderon [7] ), when a is an integer there is a constant A so that We shall be interested in the case aiq ^ d, when the functions in Lâ re not in general continuous. Their lack of continuity can be measured by a set function called (a,^)-capacity which is most conveniently defined by C^(E) = inf^ ^Ac;^0,G, * g^l for all xeET his definition is meaningful for arbitrary E (= R^, because
G.^(x)= f G^x-y)g(y)dy
JRî s always defined (^ -h oo) when g ^ 0.
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Let e^(E) == {x; E is (a,2)-thin at x}. Thus e^(E) contains the exterior of E, and in general, part of the boundary 8E. The set e^(E) has the following important properties. THE KELLOGG PROPERTY. -C^2(En^a,2(E)) = 0 for any E c R^.
THE CHOQUET PROPERTY -For any E c R^ and any £ > 0 there is an open G c= R 4 such that ^(E) c G and (^(E^G) < e.
See Brelot [5, 6] , Choquet [9] , Fuglede [14] . Clearly the Kellogg property follows from the Choquet property.
Our purpose is to generalize all these results to (a,^)-capacities, 1 < q ^ d/a. Before we can formulate these results and discuss earlier work in this direction we have to recall a few more facts about (a,^)-capacities. It is in the nature of things that for q ^ 2 the role of the potential G^ ^ \i will be played by a nonlinear function of H, G, * (Ga^n)^1, called a nonlinear potential and denoted v^q. The following results are known.
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Let E <= R' 1 be an arbitrary set with finite (a,^)-capacity. Then there iŝ e^^E), the exterior capacity measure, such that Moreover, there is a constant M such that for any ^.^M( e) supV^(x) ^ M sup V^(x).
x e supp H Choquet's capacitability theorem applies, so for Borel or Suslin sets E (/) C..,(E) = sup{C,,,(K);K(=E,K compact}.
1 /" = sup {u(E); u € ^+, supp u<=E, ||G. * u||,,< 1}.
(h) C.,,(E) = sup {u(E); u 6 ^+, supp uc=E, sup V;,,(x)< 1}.
x e supp u
In view of this the natural generalization of (A) is the following statement about a set E c= R^ and a point XoeR^.
(C) There exists a pe^4' such that V^(xo)< liminf V^(x).
X-.XQ,X(=E\{XQ}
Another possibility is the following.
(D) There is a [leJ/^ such that V;^ is bounded, and V^(xo) < liminf V^(x).
x-^co,xe\{xo}
It turns out that the natural generalization of (B) iŝ Unfortunately (C), (D) and (E) are not equivalent in general. In addition to the obvious implication (D) ==> (C) the following are known :
The reason for the difficulty is that for q > 2 --there are estimates d
(X but for 1 < q ^ 2 --only the lower estimate is true. To see that the d upper estimate breaks down it is enough to take \\. to be a point mass, since this gives V^ = oo.
As a consequence extensions of the Kellogg and Choquet properties to the case 1 < q < 2 --have been lacking. a
We shall show that (E) is the good choice of definition for an (a,g)-thin set, and prove that the Kellogg and Choquet properties are true in this strong sense. Furthermore, we shall show that (C) (and (D)) can be replaced by a modified statement which is equivalent to (E). The main new tool is an inequality which gives a characterization of the positive measures in IZg^R^). To state the results precisely we set w^^-fY^^Y" We also obtain an equivalent formulation of thinness in terms of W^.
A set E c= R^ is (a,^)-t/»n at XQ e E y and on^ if there is [x e ^+ suc/i r/iar W^(xo)< liminf W^(x).
x-^XQ,xeE\{xo]
These results have a number of consequences which we formulate in the next section. In section 3 we prove theorem 1, and since theorem 2 can be deduced quickly from theorem 1 in the case when E is capacitable or, say, Borel, we give the deduction although theorem 2 is a consequence of theorem 3. Finally in section 4 we develop the potential theory for W; which is needed to prove theorems 3 and 4.
Numerous references to earlier work on potentials of L^ functions and nonlinear potential theory by D. R. Adams, B. Fuglede, V. P. Havin, V. G. Maz'ja, N. G. Meyers, Ju. G. Resetnyak, and others are found in the earlier papers [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] of the first author. (a,^)-thin sets were defined in [17] and independently by Adams-Meyers [2] . The relations between (C), (D) and (E) we proved in [2] (and partly in [17] ) except for a slight extension given in [1] . The definition of (a,^)-thin sets given here was proposed by Meyers [25] , who also studied the associated (a,^)-fine topology and
properties of the function W^. In the case 2 --< q ^ -the Kellogg d a and Choquet properties were proved in [17] .
The results given in section 3 are due to Wolff; the results in section 4 were found subsequently by Hedberg.
Throughout the paper A denotes various constants, whose value can change from one line to the next.
The second author is grateful to Peter Jones for drawing his attention to these problems and for valuable conversations.
Applications.
The main result in [20] was that all closed sets F c: R^ admit so called (m.^)-synthesis for any positive integer m and any q > 2 --• It was d pointed out there (and in [18] ) that the result would follow for q > 1 if the Kellogg property could be proved for all (m.^)-capacities, q > 1. Thus, we can now state that result. We refer to [20] for the precise definition of the traces /Ip.D^lp. More precisely, if 0^1?"= 0, 0 ^ k ^ m -1 (in particular if feL^y)) then for any e > 0 there exists a function w, 0 < w < 1, such that supp w is compact and does not intersect F, and such that w/eL 00 , and ||/-<||^ < e.
Of course, all the consequences of this result which were given in [20] for q > 2 -. can now be extended to q > 1. We do not repeat these corollaries here.
We can now also solve a problem left open in [17] . Thus the following theorem extends theorem 7 in [17] . See also the survey [19] . 
Remark. -In the terminology of Choquet [10] a subset S of a set E is called C^-representative for E if (a) holds.
Proof. -The implications (a) ==> (b) => (c) ==> (d) and (a) => (e)
are trivial, (d) implies (/) by the Kellogg property. (/) implies (a) by the implication (D) => (E) of section 1. In fact, if (/) is assumed, it follows that the capacitary potential for S (which is known to be bounded) iŝ 1 (a,^) q.e. on E, which gives the result.
As in [17] we can apply Theorem 6 to solve a problem on rational approximation. See also [19] . Let K c: G be compact, let Lf(K) denote the subspace of L P (K) consisting of functions analytic on K°, the interior of K, and let RP(K) be the closure in LP(K) of the rational functions with poles off K. Then R^K) is a subspace of L^(K), and it is well known (Havin [16] ) that R^K) = L?(K) for 1 < p < 2.
For p = 2 the equivalence of (a), (b) and (d) is due to Havin [16] . The equivalence of (b) and (c) is due to T. Bagby [ this was in fact the motivation for the introduction of (a,^)-thin sets. What is new is the extension of Ravin's result to all p < oo . The equivalence of (c) and (d) and other conditions which we omit is an immediate consequence of theorem 6.
Let / be a function which is defined (a,^)-q.e. Then / is called (a,^)-quasicontinuous if for every £ > 0 there is an open set G such that the restriction f\Qc is continuous as a function on G''. / is called (^q)-finely continuous at a point XQ if it is defined there, and if for all e > 0 the set Kc = {^l/00-/0co)l^£} is (a^)-thin there.
It is known that'every (a,^)-quasicontinuous function is (a,^)-fmely continuous (a,^)-q.e. This result is due to Fuglede [13] . See also [17] . It is a general result of Brelot [6; Theorem IV: 7] that the Choquet property implies the converse. (We are grateful to T. Kolsrud for pointing out this fact.) Thus we have the following theorem.
THEOREM 8. -A function is (oi,q)-quasicontinuous if and only if it is (Qi,q)-finely continuous
An application of this result is given by Kolsrud in [22] .
The main inequality.
For the proof of Theorem 1 we shall use subdivisions of R 4 into dyadic cubes. For each n ^ 0 we subdivide R^ into non-intersecting cubes of side 2~", so that each cube in one generation is split into 2ĉ ubes of the next generation. Q and Q' will always denote such dyadic cubes. The volume of Q is |Q|, its sidelength is <f(Q), and ^(x) denotes the characteristic function of Q. The cube concentric to Q with sidelength 3<f(Q) is denoted Q. Finally, the unit cube is denoted Io.
As is well known there are constants a and A so that G,(x) ^ AM'-', 0 < \x\ ^ 1, and G,(x) ^Ae-^, M > 1.
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See e.g. Stein [26] . Note that 0 < a < d since we are assuming o^ ^ d, q > 1.
Set ft^x) = IxF-^, 0 < \x\ < 1, ft,(x)=0, |x|^l.
Our first observation is that it is enough to estimate f (ft^^Ac. jÎ n fact, for any fixed n,
But if n is chosen so that l~n^/d < 1/2, we have for 
Our argument is rather similar to Hansson's proof of the strong type capacitary inequality [15] . We first prove a lemma. We set W^Q)-^). A £ ^QWQ') £ 2-" a^A £ ^QT^IQI.
If n > 1, first assume Q' = Ip. Then, by Holder's inequality there are e, e' > 0 so that
Af£ ^^^^(Q/^y" 1^^) "^^-.
\Q <= lo /
Multiplying by ^(lo) 5 , and observing that Let E,=E^nBp(a). Then Eg is compact, C^(Eg) > 0, and
if p is small enough.
Proof of Theorem 2.
-If the property fails, choose Eg by the lemma. Let H be its capacitary measure. Then 
Nonlinear potential theory revisited.
We shall use the dyadic cubes Q and expanded cubes Q of section 3. The reason for introducing the functions (pp is that in this way we get a lower semicontinuous ^. By Theorem 1 we have A-1 J^%da ^ fv^dp = f(G. * ^Ydx ^ A f^,^.
In the classical potential theory of Gauss, Frostman, H. Cartan, etc., the energy of a measure \i plays a fundamental role. In our situation, where we use Bessel potentials, the energy of a measure ^ in Ji^ n L 2 ., is 100 = \GI. * M^ = f(G« * ^rix.
In the nonlinear situation, the generalized energy, This programm is carried out in a series of propositions. These may be of some interest in themselves, but our motivation is that they lead to proofs of Theorems 2,3 and 4, and we carry the theory as far as we need to achieve that goal.
In what follows a and q will be fixed, and we usually drop those indices.
We have J^(^) = |^4i= ^ ^(Q)^0 1^1 "^^ which we
abbreviate by writing^(
For a compact K we now define the capacity ^^q(K) = ^(K) bŷ
or equivalently
where we denote
(•) is extended to arbitrary sets as an outer capacity in the usual way :
By Theorem 1, C,^ and V^q are equivalent capacities, i.e.
A-1 C^(E) ^ <,,(E) ^ AC^(E). Choosing e > 0 and letting n -> oo we find
for w large enough, and thus lim ^(y,-y) = 0. It follows easily from m~' 00 -Proposition 3 and the remark following it that a subsequence {iT 1 "-,} converges to ^(x) q.e., thus that ^(x) ^ ^(y). Then y has to be a probability measure, and the proposition is proved. Proof.
Choose £' > 0 and choose N so large that 
N-»oo
Proof of Theorem 3. -We can now copy Choquefs original proof [9] . See also [17] . Let E c= R 4 , and let {0^}^° be an enumeration of all rational balls (i.e. 0^ = {x;|x-xj<rj ;with x^ and r^ rational) that intersect E. Let Proof. -It is enough to prove the estimate for W^. Let y be the capacitary measure for a compact subset K of {W^ > ^}, normalized so
